FEATURED PRODUCTS
ALL ITEMS IN THIS SECTION ARE NEW.

Build-a-Tree House

This classic toy tree house has four platforms and can be
assembled in different ways. It has many accessories to enhance
a child's experience including a swing, a look-out, a crane and
bucket, wishing well, circular staircase, rope ladder, and others.
Measures approximately 15"W x 15"D x 21"H. Ages 3 and up.
THK........$239.99

Notch Blocks - 89 Pieces

Great for indoor or outdoor use, this 89 piece set is made from FSC certified
eucalyptus wood and weathers to a soft gray if left outdoors. Blocks feature
smooth sanded edges and notches that lock together allowing for big
structures and endless building possibilities. With blocks of varying shapes
and sizes, there are plenty to share, encouraging group participation.
Smallest block measures up to 6"L x 3"W. Largest block measures up to
30"L x 3"W. Ages 3 and up.
G6110........$589.99

Craft Rounds
In A Bag

50 log coins in
different sizes for
craft and math
projects.
CR-1........$25.99

II

Furniture Set Combination Set

Set contains Small bedroom set: 1/2" scale furniture including
2 beds, a cradle and a dresser, Small kitchen set: 1/2" scale
furniture including a table and 4 chairs, refrigerator and stove,
Small living room set: 1/2" scale furniture including a sofa,
rocker and two tables. Ages 3 and up.
SF1........$79.99
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FEATURED PRODUCTS

Geometric Bubble Forms

Geometric Bubble Forms

The softly-coloured Geometric Rattle Trio are expertly
designed to fit snugly into little hands, and will aid a child’s
hand-eye coordination skills when shaken and played with.
Made from rice-based materials. Birth and up.
E0456........$24.99

Dip the sturdy, large wire wands into bubble solution and watch the
magic happen. The bubble film coats the surface of the shape and
can be manipulated to form unexpected interior bubbles that flex and
wobble brilliantly. Includes: 7 large, sturdy wire shapes up to 6 x 6” with
a 6” wire handle.
F66529........$59.99

Colour-rific Teething Rattle
RollAgain Tower

Grab the ball from the
base and instantly,
all the other balls roll
down to the next level
in unison. Drop the
ball you just grabbed
into the funnel at the
top, watch it roll to
the next stop, and
then grab the next
ball to do it all over
again. Ages 12 months
and up.
FBT2300........$69.99

As baby teethes on the soft section, colours change. Put Colour-rific
in the freezer (extra soothing) and it changes colours too. There’s
a firm section for serious gum relief, even a floating ring and two
textures – stripes and dots. All this, and a rattle too! This teether
encourages STEM learning. Colours may vary. 6-24 months.
ED862026........each................$6.99

Curiosity Cubes set 4 Pieces

Each candy-coloured cube
has a secret. Figure it out
by moving it about. Look
inside and find the beads.
Maneuver the cube until
the beads land where they
belong. Four cubes, four
skill levels. These cubes
encourage STEM learning.
Teaches cause & effect, logic
& reasoning, fine & gross
motor skills. Each cube
measures 2" x 2". Ages 18
months and up.
ED525020........$29.99
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Fun Z Balls - 3 Pieces

This unique three ball set will amuse and stimulate young
minds for hours of fun. Each ball incorporates different and
distinct characteristics, promoting exploration and sensory play,
enhancing fine and gross motor skills, while introducing the
concepts of logic and early science. Ages 6 months and up.
ED705393........$44.99
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STEAM is everything - Set of 7 puzzles

Junior Geoland Pattern Set

This mirror set allows kids to explore the images
produced when mirrors are joined together and
placed at angles to each other. Stimulates creativity
and explores reflection by colouring in unique designs
with pencils, markers, or crayons! This unique set
engages kids' imagination while they explore creative
design, symmetry, reflection, angles and more! Ideal
for STEAM related activities. PreK and up.
C22244........$54.99

Young children are very curious to learn about the world around them. Incorporate
this set of seven wooden puzzles to introduce science, technology. engineering, art,
and math to young children. STEAM is everywhere in a preschool classroom. Set of
seven puzzles.
MSTEAM........$79.99

STEAM Park

The possibilities are endless, as you work with the pieces to construct
a STEAM Park full of dynamic moving rides, fun games, and scenes,
using the special selection of LEGO® DUPLO® bricks. With every trip
to STEAM Park, children grow their understanding of gears, motion,
measurement, and solving problems together in a fun and engaging
way. 295 LEGO® DUPLO® bricks, including gears, tracks, pulleys, boats,
and figures. 8 double-sided building inspiration cards with 16 models
to build. Ages 3-5.
L45024........$219.99

IV

STEAM Career Dress-Up - Set of 5

Introduces STEAM occupations and concepts through imaginative play. This
unique and engaging set includes a Marine Biologist, Technology, Mechanical
Engineer, Game Designer and Math. All with friendly images that are age
appropriate and appealing to all genders. Beautifully screen printed, these
cotton blend dress-ups are machine washable and made with high quality
sewing for years of role play fun. Each dress-up has a simple Velcro close in
front for easy slip on over clothing. Fits most children, ages 4-7.
DEX175........$134.99
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This is How We Do It Puzzles

This set of puzzles depict the adaptions children with challenging
conditions make in their daily lives. A wonderful resource to increase
children’s awareness and respect of their classmates or playmates
who read, play, communicate, and move about in their day. Supports
awareness of children with autism, physically impaired, visually impaired,
and deafness. 6-10 pieces per puzzle. Set of 6 puzzles. Ages 3 and up.
M345403........$69.99

Larger & Lower Case Alphabet & Numbers

These English/Spanish letters are ideal for young children to use with
dough and paint. Easy release surface and washable for easy clean up.
Letters are approximately 1". Ages 3 years and up.
CE6930........$99.99

Loose Parts
3: Inspiring
Culturally
Sustainable
Environments

Build Me Emotions

Build Me “Emotions” invites children to explore
emotions and physical characteristics in a fun and
engaging way. Includes unique bricks with various
facial expressions. 8 double-sided cards that provide
16 character-templates and an activity card with
inspirational teaching ideas. Ages 3-5.
L45018........$109.99

The next
installment for the
award-winning
Loose Parts series
offers inspiration
and guidance
on creating
culturally sensitive
and culturally sustainable early childhood
environments. With the help of over 400
full-color photos, this book guides readers
to use their environment to promote a sense
of wonder, curiousity, and joy, and allows
children to explore their identity. InfantGrade 3. Paperback.
R44663........$45.99

Celebrations: Mack's
World
of Wonder

Balloons,
festoons,
lights, cake
and songs!
This is how
we celebrate.
There is always
a reason
to celebrate: the beginning of Spring, a
birthday, Christmas. But not everyone
celebrates the same things at the same
time. Did you know that a wedding lasts
a few days in India? And that Chinese
people don't celebrate New Year on the
1st of January but on another day? In this
cheerful book of celebrations, you find
out more about the fun habits of people
around the world. Prek and up. Hardcover.
R72495........$29.50

I’ve Got a Feeling App

Code Hopper Jump Into Coding Fun

Play Dirt Bucket

Looks and feels like real dirt but without the
mess. Soft, pliable and mouldable. 3 pounds of
Play Dirt in a convenient bucket –ideal for storage
when play time is over. Ages 3 and up.
PV3008........$34.99

Bright foam mats that link together create
a flowchart of fun and simulate the logic of
computer code. Simple actions include “Touch
your nose” and “Kick your leg” while decisions
like “Do you see a circle?” lead children down
different paths. The enclosed parent guide
defines the coding concepts to further build a
foundation for STEM success. Includes 12 twosided mats and parent guide. Ages 3 and up.
MW33083........$34.99
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This new app provides three engaging
and stimulating games to foster these
skills: Memory match, Draw me and Puzzle
pairs. It has been specially designed to
work alongside our Emotion Stones. This
app works really well for children to work
together to identify emotions and talk
about different feelings, and then to take
their discussions and play further with the
physical resources. Full guidance and activity
ideas are provided on the app. Available on
iPad, Android tablet, PC and Mac.
YUS9006........$27.99
See page 203 for Emotion Stones.
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